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Abstract:　The writers surveyed near the Izumi Plain, northwestern part of Kagoshima
Prefecture, south Kyushu, and the Quaternary System was made clear. The area is mainly
occupied by the Quaternary deposits and Holocene Alluvial Plain, except the igneous rocks as
the basement rocks. The Quaternary strata are such as follows: The Pre-terrace deposits of the
Early Pleistoceneis the Sunabaru Formation, and the Middle Pleistoceneof the Higher Terrace
deposits, H, is the Obaruue Formation. The Late Pleistocene is divided into two; the Middle
Terrace deposits and the Lower Terrace ones. The former is composed of the Obaru Formation,
MI, and the Izumi Formation, Mil. The Lower Terrace deposits are the Takemoto Formation, Ｌ，
and the Shirasu of the Ito pyroclastic flow deposits exsits between them. The Holocene sedi-
ments form the Alluvial Formation, A. These strata are correlated with those in Akune area
and in main Kyushu, and paleo-environmetal changes around the Izumi Plain are also discussed.
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Introduction
　　Mitusio, one of the writers, has been surveying the Quaternary System since 1966 in Shikoku
Island (Mitusio etal., 1966), and since then the Quaternary System in various areas are re-
ported. According to these results, Mitusio and Furukawa (1988) reported the Quaternary
strata in Shikoku. Then Mitusio and Kagami (1992) again compiled the Quaternary System in
Shikoku. And Ueki and Mitusio (1998) discussed the Plio-Plistocene uplift history of Asan
Mountains of Kagawa Plefecture, which much resembles to the Early Pleistocene in this area.
　　As for the Quaternary System around here, Miyachi (1972; 1980; 1987; 1995; 1996: 1997)
reported the outline of some pyroclastic deposits in Izimi and Akune, and she compiled the
zircon fission-track age of all the igneous rocks in the northwestern parts of Kagoshima
Prefecture. However, the sedimentary rocks or the Quaternary strata are not yet fully clarified.
　　On the contrary, Furukawa (1985) reported the standard Quaternary geology in Kyushu and
Okinawa, and he reported the outline of Quaternary geology near the Izumi Plain. Then
Nishiyama ｅt al.(1995) reported the geologic structure underneath the Izumi Plain.
　　Mitusio (1996) reported the outline of water characters and Quaternary geology concerning
with excavation of ａ new hot spring in Akune, and in this February of 2000， the actual drilling
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is to be conducted to dig i bore-hole near Akasegawa of Akune City. Also Mitusio and Igarashi
(1997) reported the Quternary geology and paleo-environmental changes around Akune City.
Kawahａｒａ ｅt aZ.(1997) reported the Izumi fault system near the Izumi:PlainﾝNishiyama ｅt a1，
(1999) again reported the decayed (corroded) gravels from the sa血6 Plain.
　　Then at this time√the writers will report the Quaternary geology near the Izumi Plain,
northwest Kagoshima Prefecture, south Kyushu, relating with tho卵 of Akune City in order to
compare the Quaternary paleo-environments, especially tcy:clarifythe condition of the so-called
Shimosueyoshi Transgression (Ｐａｌｅｏ-ＴｏsａBay Transgression), which they already clarified as
the middle terrace of the Tada Formation in Akune City defined by the writers (Mitusio and
Igarashi, 1997) (Fig. 1).　　　　　　　　　　　　：＼ニ　………
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Fig. 1. Index map showing the study area of the IzumiﾆＰｈ山ｔ:and the localities of the columnar
　sections.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ニ………I…………J　∧　＼
Outline of Topography and Geology
1 ) Outline of Topography　　　　　　　　　し　………:……………:日　し:‥‥‥I…………
　　This area locates to the northwestern part of Kagoshi血a Prefecture of south Kyushu. And
the area is just facing directly to the Yatsushiro (Shiranui-Kai) Bay↓which connects to the East
China Sea through the Kuronohama Straits lying between Kyushu Mainland and Nagashima
Island.
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　　And in this Izumi Plain, where is very famous because of many cranes flying down in winter,
three main river systems are as follows from the west to the east (Fig. 2):The rivers of Noda-
gawa, Takaono-gawa and Komenotsu-gawa flowing together with two tributaries of Taira-
gawa and Nabeno-gawa.
　　The longitudinal profiles of these rivers and the terraces are shown in Fig. 2A～Fig. 2D.
Mainly these rivers are starting from the high mountainous area of Mt. Shibisan (1,068.3m)
and Mt. Hokotate (664.2m) including the Kyushu Mountains. And these rivers generally flow
from the southeast to the northwest, and finally they flow into the Yatsushiro Bay (Shiranui
Sea), that divides from the southern end by the Kuronoseto Straits from the East China Sea.
　　The river length is generally less than about 15km, and the longest one is the Komenotsu-
gawa river with its length about 25km. Then the drainage areas along these rivers form the fan
and Alluvial plain.
　　The fans are divided into three of Noda, Takaono and Izumi by Nishiyama etal. (1995). The
Alluvial Plain is considerably wide, and it is named as the Izumi Plain.
　　Along these rivers, five flat terrace plains and one Alluvial plain are found, and the
Quaternary strata form these terrace plains.
2 . Outline of Geology
　　As for the background geology near the Izumi Plain, this area belongs to the Shimanto
Super-Terrain of the Cretaceous age.
　　０ｎthese basement rocks, the Quaternary strata cover them unconformably in ascending
order: The Sunabaru Formation of the Eraly Pleistocecewith about five ｍ thick,is defined by
Nishiyama etal. (1995), that is the equivalent strata of the Akune Formation (Mitusio and
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Fig. 2A.　Longitudinal　profile　of　the
　　Noda-gawa river and distribution of
　　eachterrace plain.
　　H,Higher terrace=Obaruue Formation
　　MI, Middle terrace=Obar u Formation
　　MIL fan=lzumi Formation　Ｌ， Lower
　　terrace= Takemoto Formation
(ｍ)
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Fig. 2B. Longitudinal profile of the Takaono-gawa
　river and distribution of each terrace plain.
　H, Higher terrace = Obaruue Formation
　Mil, fan = Izuini Formation　Ｌ， Lower terrace =
　Takemoto Formation　S， secondary fan plain of
　Shirasu
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Fig. 2C. Longitudinal profile of the Taira-
　gawa river and distribution of each ter-
　race plain.
　H, Higher terrace = Obaruue Formation
　MI, Middle terrace = Obaru Formation
　Mil, fan = Izuini Formation Ｌ, Lower ter-
　race = Takemoto Formation
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ﾆFig.･2狂Longitudinal profileot the Komenotsu-
gawa river and distribution of each ter-
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race plain.
MII,fan = Izリmi Formation L, Lower ter一
拍ｃと゜Takemoto Forヽmation　A, Alluvial
plain = Alluvial Formation
Igarashi, 1997) distributed around the Akune City. ノ　………i.‥‥‥‥　‥
　Covering on this, the Akune pyroclastic ｎＯＷ……deposits-I:,which　was　once Called　the
Pyroclasitic flow A by Miyachi (1972), is correlated by∴sｕφりvidences as fission track age of
１.9～2.3 Ma±0.４ Ma, mineral compositions. reflectiveﾄindex and chemical composition of the
volcanic ash.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ﾚ＼..J･ .ノ
　The Hisatsu volcanic rocks distribute near the Mt. Yahazu-dake, of the northeast of Izumi
City, Mt. Kasayama and Nagashima Island.　　　　　j
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Fig. 3. Geologic map near the Izumi Plain.　＼
　Ａ－Ａ'／Ｂ－Ｂ'，ＣｒｏＳＳsections in Fig. ４Ａ and Ｆｉは｡4B｡ Oblique lines show the basement rocks of
granites, granodiorites, welded tuffs, sandstones and shales.
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　　The Akune pyroclastic flow deposits- n ，which was the Pyroclastic flow deposits-D by
Miyachi (1972), is clarified as one part of them by fission track age of １.5～1.6 Ma±0.4 Ma,
and this covers the Hisatsu volcanic rocks.
　　Then the Kakuto welded tuff of pumice tuff covers them unconformably.
　　After them of the Pre-terrace deposits, the terrace deposits develop in the Middle Pleistocene
to Late Pleistocene. The Middle Pleistocene strata are the Obaruue Formation of the Higher
Terrace deposits, H, on which the Ata-Torihama tephra was found by Kawahara et al. (1997),
and the Formation is to be formed of 0.23～0.25 Ma｡
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Fig. 4A. Geologic cross section of Ａ－Ａ’near the Izumi Plain.
　Obaruue Formation = Higher terrace, Ｈ　Obaru Formation = Middle terraceｌ，MI
　Izumi Formation (fan) = Middle terrace 11, Mil　Alluvium, Alluvial Formation, Ａ
１ ２ 3 (km)
Fig. 4B. Geologic cross section of Ｂ－Ｂ'near the Izumi Plain.
　Obaru Formation=Middle terraceｌ,MI　Izumi Formation (fan) = Middle terrace n, Mil
　Takemoto Ｆｏｒｍａtｉｏｎ＝Ｌｏｗｅｒterrace, L　Alluvium, Alluvial Ｆｏｒｍａtｉｏｎ＝Ａ
Ｂ｀
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　　TheLate Pleistoceneis the Middle and Lower Terraces. The former i6 the Obaru Formation,
forming some flat plain,MI, and the Izumi Formation formingヶthe Middle Terrace, MIL Mil
forms three fans of Noda, Takaono and Izumi. And these fan plains are divided into two groups
of the Ohnobaru and Izumi defined by Nishiyama ＆ al.(1995).…　…=:
　　Between the Middle Terraces of MI and MIL the Shirasu of the Ito pyroclastic flow deposits
is intercalated.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　………白　尚　･･:.･　ダ
　　Thenthe Lower Terraces of L is the Takemoto Formation√and thisis the fluvial sediments,
while the other terrace deposits are the old fan deposits.　　　Ｏ
　　TheHolocene strata form the wide Alluval Plains.　ニ
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Descriptionof the Quaternary System
　　Here,only the sedimentary Quaternary Syste血 of the:Early to Late Pleistocene and
Holocene, except the volcanics are describedin ascending order∠
１
　Early Pleistocene Sunabaru Formation = Pre-Terrace Deposits　Ｉ
The Early Pleistocenein this area is named and reported 友sthe Sunabaru Formation.
Author: Nishiyama, K., Yokota, S. and Iwamatsu, Kレ(1995)ﾄ
Name: Sunabaru Formation　　　　　　　　　　　/
Type locality: Obaru, Izumi City, Kagoshima Prefecture,loc.K 8
Thickness: 5m　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼
　Topographical plain: Obaru Pre-Terrace Plain = pre-H　1.
　Distribution: Once NishiyamＡ　ｅt　al.(1995) defined at Sunabaru, but the type locality is
fixed by concrete lining and it cannot be observed now. Ho卑ever, this Formation distributes
only at loc. Ｋ ８ and the north coast of the Nabeno｡即ｗ尽river near Oriono, Izumi City.
　This Formation now observed attains about five:ｍ thick and this is composed of mainly
tuffaceous silt and partly angular gravels with gray mud containing fossil plants.
　From the equivalent strata of these fossil pla皿恥from the Akune Formation, Mitusio
(1996), and Mitusio 即d Igarashi (1997) reported!φwering ofﾚthe forest limit of about 800m to
1,200m asl because of cool climate, ａｎｄ曲ey propo叩d the Paleo¬Ak叩ｅ Lake.
　This Formation is covered by the Akune pyroclastic flow deposits-1 unconformably.
2. Middle Pleistocene
The Middle Pleistocenein thissurveyed area is named as曲e Higher Terrace Deposits of the
Obaruue Formation (Fig. 5A)
Author: Park, Ｃ･, Mitusio, T. and Nishiyama, K.(1998)　　　上
Name:Obaruue Formation　　　　　　　　　………j‥‥‥‥‥　‥‥‥　‥‥
Type locality: Obaruue, Izumi City, Kagoshima Prefecture, loc. Oil.
Thickness: 10-4m　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　………よ……….／ l./　■■･■　■■■　■■
Topographical plain: Obaruue Terrace Plain = Higher Terrace･,しＨ＼
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Fig. 5A. Legend of the columnar sections, and these of the Obaruue Formation, Ｈ.
　The legend is the same as those in Fig. 5A～5E. Locality should be referred to Fig. 1.
????
　　Distribution: This Formation distributes limitedly at three points of Obaruue (loc. O 11),
Izumi City and Shimotakaono （1oc.T 18 and 21) of Takaono Town, as they are shown in Fig. 5A.
　　The thickness of the Formation is about ten to four meters thick, and the distribution height
is about 140m asl.
　　The kinds of the gravels are granites, ａ耳d sandstones and shale originated from the Shimanto
Super-Terrain. The predominant diameter of the gravels is about 20cm to five cm, while the
maximum diameter of them is about one meter.
　　The sorting of the Formation is bad. The roundness of the gravels is about 0.4, and it is
angular to subangular. Many gravels are severely weathered, and they are the so-called decayed
(corroded) gravels.
　　This Formation forms ａ narrow plain of the Obaruue Terrace Plain of the Higher Terrace, Ｈ.
Though Nishiyama et al. (1995) once defined the wide eroded hill area of Noda Town, Takaono
Town and Izumi City as“the Obaru Plain”，some differences between the“the Obaru Plain” and
this Obaruue Terrace Plain are recognized by the air-photpograph and acutual field survey.
　　The Ata-Torihama tephra is recognized to cover on this Obaruue Formation by Kawahara ｅ£
?. (1997), and therefore this Formation is thought to be formed about 0.23 Ma t0 0.25 Ma.
3 . Late Pleistocene
　　The Late Pleistocene in this surveyed area is mainly divided into two terraces deposits which
are the Middle and Lower ones. And the former one is the Obaru Formation, MI, and the Izumi
Formation, Mil (Fig. 5B and ５Ｃ).ＴｈｅLower Terrace deposits are the Takemoto Formation, Ｌ
(Fig.5E).
3-1. Middle Terrace Deposits
　The Middle Terrace Deposits here are composed of tｗｏ:the Obaru Formation (MI) and the
Izumi Formation (MII).
3-1-A. Middle Terrace Deposit, MI
　The Middle Terrace Deposits are the Obaru Formation, MI and the Izumi Formaton, MIL
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Author: Nishiyama, Ｋ･, Yokota, S. and Iwamatsu,:K. (1995)
Name： Obaru Formation
　　Typelocality: Obaru, Izumi City, Kagoshima Prefect面e√loc.O 8
　　Thickness:about 230-20m　　　　　　　　　　　＼　ノ　ゾ　‥‥　‥‥　‥‥
　　Distributionheight: 120-20m　　　　　　　犬＼　　ニ
　　Topographical plain: Obaru Terrace Plain=Middle Terrace Plain, MI
　　Distribution:This Formation is mainly composed of gravels aねd partly intercalated with
thin sand and siltbeds (Fig. 5B). The thickness of the Obaru Formation attains down to about
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Fig. 5B. Columnar sections of the Obaru Formation, MI･
　Locality and legend should be referred to Pig. 1. and Fig. 5A.
230m underneath the Izumi Plain, however that on the surface area is about 20m (Fig.4B).
　　The variety of the gravels is mainly sandstonesﾚand shales derived from the Shimanto Super-
Terrain, and partly the gravels of granites, an:desites and weldded………tuffsare found.
　Generally through the whole this Formation, also the二sorting is very bad, however such
localities as loc. Ｎ ４ and Loc. K 26，are well sorted, 巨皿で……th(
　　The roundness of the gravels is rather low, and it isﾚsubangular to subrounded. The maximum
diameter of the gravels is about 50cm, and the predφminant one is about 20cm to three cm.
　　This Formation forms the rather wide Obaru Plain ofいtheMidd!e terrace Plain, MI, and this
Plain distributes from the west to the east of the surveyed areas such as from the hills of Akune
City and Noda Town to near the eroded hills near Obaruue,しUenobaru and Asakuma of Izumi
City. And this attains from about 120m to ２０ｍasl. In addition, the Formations forming both
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the Higher Terrace and the Middle Terrace, are not found around the mountainous areas.
3-1-B. Middle Terrace Deposits, Mil
　The Middle Terrace Deposits, Mil is the Izumi Formation.
Author: Nishiyama, K., Yokota, S. and Iwamatsu, T. (1995)
Name: Izumi Formation
Type locality: Ohnobaru, Noda Town, Kagoshima Prefecture,loc.N 3
Thickness: 15-lOm
Distribution height: 90-５ｍ
Relative height from the river bottｏｍ:20-10ｍ
?????????????????????? ????? ?????????
????????
?????????? ????????? ???????
?
????????? ? 』??? ? ?
Fig. 5C. Columnar sections of the Izumi Formation, MIL
　Locality and legend should be referred to Fig. 1. and Fig. 5Ａ
　　Topographical plain: Izumi Plain=Middle Terrace, Mil
　　Distribution: This Formation is first defined as the Izumi Gravel Bed, however this is to be
changed to the Izumi Formation, because “the Gravel Bed" is not the Formation name but the
Member name.
　　This is composed of mainly gravels and sands and paryly muds. The thickness of this is about
15m to 10m thick, and the sorting is rather well sorted. At some horizons, the imbrication is
found.
　　The variety of the gravels is sandstones, shales and granites. The roudness of the gravels is
various, and it is angular to rounded. The angular gravels are shales which are transported from
the paleo-talus deposits near the Takaono Dam. The predominant diameter of the gravels is
about 50cm, and the maximum one is about 15cm to five cm. And the gravels are considerably
weathered, and most of them becomes the semi-decayed (semi-corroded) gravels. The weathered
core of the gravels is about three to four cm.
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　This Formation forms the eroded fan of the Izimi Terrace Plain:around the Izimi Alluvial
Plain. Once, the Izumi Terrace Plain is separated into four Fan Plains of Noda, Takaono, Izumi
and Komenotsu. And these Fan Plains are divided into two Plains of Ohnobaru and Izumi by
Nishiyama ｄ al. (1995). The former is over 30m aｓ1√and the玉itter is less than ３０ｍasl. These
Fan Plains continue up to the mountainous areas which are clear from the longitudinal profiles
of Fig. 2A to Fig. 2D.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼
　This Formation covers unconformably on the base血面t rocks of Shimanoto Super-Terrain
and the Obaru Fomation of the Middle Terrace, MI, and thisﾀﾞisformed with eroding the Fan
Plain. Also this Formation exists under the secondary Shirasu or the Ito pyroclastic flow
deposits at loc. K 4 near Fudouno (Fig. 5D), the upper stream area of the Komenotsu-gawa
river, and at loc. Ｋ ２near the road side of about one km east of Fudouno, al!d loc.K ６of Tantou
(Fig. 5C). The secondary Shirasu also deposits on three fans oかTakaono, Noda and Izumi, which
are composed of the Takemoto Formation of the Lower terrace.八八lsoit lies on the Takemoto
Formation under the surface plain from the boring cores of both Yamasaki and Nishinokuchi in
Izurai City.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　◇
　Moreover, the Shirasu of the Ito pyroclastic flow deposits (A-Ito) forms the Shirasu hill
with over 10m asl, and it can be separated into two of the primary and secondary members.
　The primary Shirasu distributes with 130 to 60m aslレand the thickness attains 50m
(Furukawa, 1981). All the facies of it have no stratification and it is quite unconsolidated. It
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Fig. 5D，　Columnar sections of the gravel beds intercalated in
　Shirasu, Ito pyroclastic flow deposits.　　十　:
　Locality and legend should be referred tｏ･Fig.1. and Fig. 5A.
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contains pumices of about three cm without any other gravels. This distributes at the western
end of the Izumi Fan, Komatsu of Izumi City, south of the Noda Fan at the boundary between
Akune City and Noda Town, and near Tantou and Hudouno of the upper stream area of the
Komenotsu-gawa river, and so ｏｎ。
　　０ｎthe contrary, the secondary Shirasu has not almost any pumice but much gravels of
sandstones and shales transported by rivers. The matrix is sａr!dyand it is stratified. These are
the charactristic features to differentiate the secondary Shirasu from the primary one. Also the
special feature is that the subrounded gravels of sandstones and shales stratified horizontally
with their diameter ａｂｏ緋10 to five cm, are found at the boundary of the primary Shirasu and
secondary one (ｌｏｃ.01 and 10C.K21). The secondary Shirasu is found both at loc. T 15，the
southern end of the Takaono Fan and on the fan, east of Shimotakaono. And it can be recog-
nized from the drilling cores of the Noda Fan, while it can not be found on the Izumi Fan. Also
at the mountainous area, it exists at loc. K 4, with 70 to ６０ｍasl, along the south coast near
Ｆｕdoｕｎｏ｡
　　The stratigraphic horizon of the Shirasu is between the Izumi Formation forming the Izumi
Fan of the Izumi Plain and the Takemoto Formation of the fluvial deposits which is newer than
the Izumi Formation.
3 -2 . Takemoto Formation, Lower Terrace Deposits,Ｌ
　The Lower Terrace Deposits in the surveyed area is the Takemoto Formation, Ｌ.
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Fig. 5E. Columnar sections of the Takemoto Formation, Ｌ.
　Locality and legend should be referred to Fig. 1. and Fig. 5Ａ
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　　ＴａｋeｍｏtｏＦｏrｍａtio
Ｉ
n，Ｌ（ｎeｗly defiｎeｄ)　　　　　　　　レ　:
　　Ａｕtｈor: Ｐａrk, Ｃ.，Ｍitusio，Ｔ．ａｎd Ｎishiｙａｍａ,／Ｋレ（1998)l==　万十づＩＩ
　　Ｎａｍe: Ｔａｋeｍｏto Ｆｏrｍａtioｎ　　　　　　　　　　…………=･　∧　７1　∧‥‥‥=.･ニレ　　･･
　　Ｔｙｐe lｏｃａlitｙ: Ｔａｋeｍｏｔｏ, lzｕｍi Ｃitｙ, Ｋａｇｏsｈiｍａ Ｐijef＆七面礼１０ｃレ０ 12
　　ＴｈiｃｋｎｅＳＳ: ８－５ｍ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　‥‥　‥‥　‥
　　Ｒelａtiｖe heiｇｈt frｏｍ tｈe riｖer bｏttｏｍ:. 20－1０ｍ　　=　レ　………犬=.、＼
　　Ｔｏｐｏｇrａｐｈicａl ｐlａiｎ: Ｔａｋｅｍｏｔo Ｔerrａce Ｐlａiｎ＝Ｌｏｗeｒソｒ吋池cむダＰｋliｎ，Ｌ
　　ＤiStriｂｕtiｏｎ: ＴｈiS iS firSt defiｎed as tｈe Ｔａｋe㎡ｄｏ･シＧ･池Ｖ（Ｂed by Ｆｕiｊｕｋａｗａ（19８1)，ｈｏｗ－
eｖer，tｈiS iS a Ｍeｍｂer nａｍe, So tｈａt thiS iS neｙly rQdefiれeｄレ尽吊ｔhｅＴａkeｍｏto Ｆorｍａtiｏｎ. Ｔｈe
tｙｐe Iｏｃａlitｙ of tｈis Ｆｏｒｍａtiｏｎ eｘistS ａt 1０ｃ. ０１2，０ｆＴ昧ｋｅｍ６ｔ６，ａｎｄ=tｈlS iS ａｂｏｕt fiｖe ｍ tｈiCｋ.
ＴｈiS Ｆｏｒｍａtiｏｎ iS CｏｍｐｏＳeｄ ｏf tｈe ｇrａｖe1S ａｎｄ SａｎｄS. Ｔｈe ｊＯｒtiｎｇ of tｈiS iS rａtｈer Ｗe11. Ｔｈe
grａve1S are roｕｎｄed oｎeS, aｎd the kiｎｄS of th6ｍ are¨ｍφnlly 辿れdSto即S and ｍｕｄstoｎeS. Ｔｈe
ｍａｘiｍｕｍ diａｍeter of tｈe ｇrａｖe1S iS ａｂｏｕt 1５Ｃｍ, ａｎd tｈQlｐrgｄｇｍ加尽牡ｏｎe is ａｂｏｕt oｎe to fiｖe
Cｍ． Ｔｈe rｏｕｎｄｎｅＳS of tｈe ｇｒａｖｅ1S 1S ａｂｏｕt 0.７ｔｏＱ｡51，ａ以ｄｉｔｉS rｏｕｎｄ6ｄ tｏＳｕｂｒｏｕｎｄeｄ ｇｒａｖe1S.
　　Ｔｈe Ｆｏｒｍａtiｏｎ is ｗell ｄeｖe1０ｐｅｄ eｖeｎ ａt tｈe ｕｐｐerシS仕面趾ａrむ攻ｏｆｔｈe=ＫｏｍｅｎｏｔSｕ-ｇａｗａ riｖer・
ＡISo tｈiS, ａt Sｏｍe ｍｏｕｎtａiｎｏｕS ａreａS, hａS ｍＵCｈ ｇtａＶe珀Ｗitｈニt恥ｄiａｍeteｒａｂｏｕt 1５cｍ, ａｎｄ tｈiS
iS ｍｏＳtlｙ ｏｃcｕｐieｄ ｂｙ tｈe ｇrａｖｅ1S. Ａ1So tｈe Sｏｒtiｎｇ of tｈ加Ｆｏｒｍ尽ti６ｎ ｂｅcｏｍｅS ｗｏｒSe ａｎｄ tｈe
ｒｏｕｎｄｎｅＳＳ ｏｆ ｔｈｅ ｇｒａｖｅｌｓ ａｌｓｏ ｂｅｃｏｒｎ.ｅＳ xｖｏｒＳｅ,ａs it ｇｏりＳソtｏｔｈJQ ＵｐｐＩeｒＳtrｅａｍ ａreａs. Ａt sｏｍe
1０ＣａlitieS，ｔｈe iｍｂｒiCａtiｏｎS ａｒe fｏｕｎｄ, ａｎｄ tｈｅ一ｐｈｅｎｏｍむｎ６ｎヤｏｆ=ｕｐｗ瓦ｒｄS CｏａSeｎiｎｇ iS ａ1SO ｏｂ－
Sｅｒｖｅｄ ａt tｈe ｏｕｔｃｒｏｐ ｏf lｏｃ． Ｋ ８,　　　　　　　　　　ニレ　:　y　:　グ　j
　　Ｔｈis Ｆｏｒｍａtiｏｎ fｏｒｍS tｈe Ｔａｋｅｍｏｔo Ｐlａiｎ ｙｈicｈ isダtｈe flｕｙiａl terｒａce ａlｏｎｇ tｈe riｖerS of
ＫｏｍeｎｏtSｕ，Ｔａirａ，Ｎａｂeｎ０，Ｔａｋａｏｎo ａｎd Ｎｏｄａ, ＷｈlJｅｔｈe ＴgrrａcｅＰlａiｎS of tｈe Ｈiｇｈer ａｎd tｈe
Ｍiｄｄle oｎeS are tｈe 01d fａnS. Ｔｈe Ｔａｋeｍｏto Ｐlａiｎ=rather CＯｎtinμ卵ｕp to the uｐｐer Streａｍ areａS
ａ1０ｎｇ Sｏｍe ｍｏｕｎtａiｎｏｕS ａreａS. Ｔｈe relａtiｖe h6iｇｈt frｏ比 tｈニむＰreseｎt riｖer ｂｏttｏｍ iS ｇeｎerａlly
20 t0 1０ｍ, ａｎｄ tｈe detａi1S ａte aS fｏ11０ｗS: ＡIｏｎｇ tｈe Ｋ６rｈ4ｎ６tSｕ－ｇａＷａ riｖer, it iS ａｂｏｕt 2０ｍ ａt
tｈe Ａ11ｕｖiａ1 Ｐlａiｎ, aｎｄ ａｂｏｕt 1０ｍ ａt tｈe ｍＱｕｎtａiｎｏ芦ａ坪礼Ａt tｈe Ｔａｋａｏｎｏ－ｇａｗa riｖer, it is
ａｂｏｕt 1０ｍ, ｗｈile it iS fｏｒｍｅｄ ａS friｎｇiｎｇ tｈe Sｏｕtｈｅrｎ/riｍ弓／ｏｆｔｈe Ｎｏｄａ Ｆａｎ ａ1０ｎｇ tｈe Ｎｏｄａ－
　　　　●　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　■　　　■■　■　■ｇａｗａ r1Ｖｅｒ・ ニ
　　Ｆrｏｍ the oｕtcrｏp at ｗａtａraSe of Izｕｍi Ｃityj tｈis<Ｆｏr雨ａtion iS fouｎd to be on the both
4 . Alluvial Deposits, Ａ　　　　　　　　　　　　/　　‥‥‥‥=　　　　し
　　In this area. the Alluvial Sediments are composedダof tHe sands and rounded gravels. The
thickness of the Strata is about 10 to eight ｍ.　　　　十　　　　　　上
　　This forms the Alluvial Plain from the end of each Fan to the coastal area, and the distribu-
tion height is less than about 10m asl. This Plain is rather widely formed from each river-mouth
up to near the entrance part of the mountainous area.In the mountainous area this is developed
only along the coast of the Hirose-gawa river, the main stream of the Komenotsu-gawa river,
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and the Allu▽ialPlain is formed at the relative height with about five m from the Present
Hirose-gawa river, and this continues to the upper stream areas of such the tributaries of
Hirose-gawa river as the rivers of Shiraki-gouchi, Sakamoto and Jikutani.
Correlation of the Quaternary System
　　The Above-mentioned Quaternary System except igneous rocks is to be correlated with those
of the other areas in Kyushu. This is such as follows which are shown in the correlation table of
the Quaternary System (Tab. 1).:The Sunabaru Formation of the Eearly Pleistocene in this
field is to be correlated with the Akune Formation in Akune City. Also this Formation is
correlated with some of the Kuchinotsu Group at the southern part of the Shimabara Peninsula,
Nagasaki Prefecture. And this is also correlated with the Takio Formation of the Oita Group
Tab. 1. Correlation table of the Quaternary System in Kyushu
／ Izimi PlainKagoshima　Prefecture Akune City十Kagoshima　Prefecture
Shimabara
　Peninsula
Nagasaki Pf
near Oita City
OitaPrefecture
Holocene AlluvialF Alluvial F AlluvialF AlluvialFormation
回
国
○
○
F
C/つ
←4
国
ﾄｺ
叫
Late Takemoto F (L)
Ito pyroclastic flow
Izumi F (Mil)
Obaru F (MI)
Hekono F
Ito pyroclastic flow
Tada F＊
　　Oh-e F
Tatsuishi F
Kuiyu
　　　Group
Niugawa F
Jobara F＊
OhzaiF *
Tsurusaki
F
Takio F
Middle
Obaruue F (H) Higashimakiuchi F
Oita
　　　　Group
Early Kakuto WT
Akune pyroclastic flow II
Hisatsu volcanics
Akune pyroclastic flow I
Sunabaru F
Akune F
Kuchinotsu Group
Pliocene Ohdomari F SekinanGroup
CRETACEOUS Shimanto Super-
　Group
Shimanto
　Super-Group
F, Formation　WT, welded tuff　Pf,Prefecture　*, including marine sediments
十excluding igneous rocks and pyroclastics.
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near Oita City, Oita Prefecture.　　　　　　　　ト　ご犬ノ…………:‥‥‥‥‥
　　The Obaruue Formation forming the Higher Terrace of the MiddleトPleistocene in this area is
correlatable with the Higashi-Makiuchi Formation in the几Akune City. Also this is correlated
with some part of the Tatsuishi Group of the Shimabara:Peninsula,………Nagasaki Prefecture, and
the Ohzai Formation including marine sediments 6f theﾆOita Group or the Kuiyu Group in Oita
City.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　/
　　The Obaru Formation of the Middle Terrace deposits,
may not be correlated with that in the o七her areasニ
ML of thむ Late Pleistocene in this area
　　The Shirasu or the Ito pyroclastic flow deposits, is alsoｿﾞdistributed in Akune City. But this
does not eχsistin the other areas.　　　　　　　　　　　ノ　‥‥‥　‥‥　‥ﾔ
　　The Izumi Formation of the Middle Terrace deposits√Mil, of the Late Pleistocene in this area
is correlated with the Tada Formation in Akune City. And this is correlated with some part of
the Tatsuishi Formation at the Shimabara Peninsula, Nagasaki Prefecture, and one of the
Kujyu Group of Oita City.　　　　　　　　　　　　ノ　　　　　ノ　‥‥‥‥‥
　　The Takemoto Formation of the Lower Terrace,ﾄL, of the Late Pleistocene in this area is
corelated with the Hegono Formation in Akune City. And this isｺcorrelated with the Oh-e
Formation of the Shimabara Peninsula, Nagasaki Prefecture, and the Niugawa Formation of
the Kuiyu Group of Oita City･　　　　　　　　　　　　：　し　　　　　＼　/
　　The Alluvail Formation, A, of the Holocene strata in this area is correlated with those in the
other Alluvial Plains.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ケ　ｊト　　　　　　　　■
　　In addition, all these Alluvial strata in Shikoku District are summarized by Ogura, Mitusio
and Yoshida (1989) and Mitusio (1998a; 1998b).　　　　〉
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Mineral Composition Analysis
　　In order to clarify some tephra and Formations,士the mineral compositions from each
Formation, were analyzed.　　　　　　　　　　　　　才:　⑤
1.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
　　　　■
　　The samples were collected from the river systems in thり玲umi Plain from the east to the
west of the series of S，J, K, 0, T and Ｎ，The numbersﾚａｒや｡folioぺwing:five from S, seven from
J, 22 from Ｋ，nine fｒｏ耳10，14from Ｔ and １８from N. The to畑卜amples numbers analyzed are
75.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　………=　‥‥　‥‥
　　The samples were separated by wet sieves of 60 mesh, and dried at room temperature. Then
the mineral was identified and counted under a binocular. The co耳^position was analyzed and the
table is shown in Tab. 2.　　　　　　　　　　　　　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
　　The sample from the Obaruue Formation is only one of T:series.ヶAI!d the mineral composi-
tion of the surface of loc. T 18，the Obaruue Formation, is mainly made up of feldspars with
scarce low quartz.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼　…　…………
　　The samples from the Obaru Formation is such 4s follows: N series; 2，4, 10, 11 and 16. Ｔ
series; 8 and 11. ０ series; 8. The mineral composition of ash and matrix of loc. N 2, is mainly
made up of feldspars and low quartz ｗ･itha few heavy minerals. That from loc. N4is feldspars
and low quarz with some heavy minerals, while that from ｎｅ?the boundary with the basemant
is of glass and low quartz with many common ｂＯrnblende. That from four horizons of N 10，
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Tab.2. Mineral composition of each Formation
S- 4 surface
Ｓ-4 bed
S- 5 bed
S-10 matrix
S-12 black bed
J- 1,matrix
J- 5 surface
Ｊ- 7 brown bed
J- 7 red soil
J- 7 black soil
J-10 upper tuff
J-11 gravel bed
K- 2 surface
Ｋ- 2 Shirasu
Ｋ- 2 silt
Ｋ- 3 bed
K- 5 surface
Ｋ- 6 surface
Ｋ-6 silt
Ｋ- 8･bed
K- 9 white sand
Ｋ-10 black bed
K-10 white bed
Ｋ-11 black bed
K-13 matrix
K-16 boundary
Ｋ-17 matriχ
Ｋ-18 Shirasu
K-20 bed
K-21 upper sand
K-24 upper bed
K-26 bed
K-S2 sand bed
O- 2 brown bed
０，2 clay
Ｏ-４matiχ
Ｏ-7 surface
Ｏ- 8 surface
Ｏ-9 mud
0-12 upper bed
0-12 middle bed
O-13 surface
???
??
?
?
?
?????????????? ?????? ????????????????
21
???????????????
１
??
?? ?
??
? ?
15
??
??
???
１
???????? ?
??
??
?
??
??
? ????????
?
２
??
??
???
３
???
１
???
??
??
??
｛??
??????????
?????????????????（?? ? ????????
21
??????? ??
11
??? ???
? ??? ?
???
???
11
33
???
???
??
? ?
??
??
??????????
??
??
??
?
10
?????????????? ?? ???????????
１
??
１
?? ???????????
３
? ?
? ?
? ?
５
??
??
??
???
１
??
???
??
６
?????????????
??
??
??
??
??
??
３
?
??
??
??
? ?
??
??
??
????
??
??
??
???
??
??
??
??
??
???
?
３
３
???
３
１
８
１
??
??
?
?
１
３
??
２
???? ??
???
11
３
２
??
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T- 5 volcanic ash
T- 6 bed
T- 8 upper clay
Ｔ- 9 surface
T-10 surface
T-11 surface
T-11 upper clay
Ｔ-13 mud
T-15 surface
T-15 Shirasu
T-18 surface
T-25 surface
T-25 mud
N- 2 ash
N- ２ matrix
Ｎ- 3 bed
N- 3 middle
N- 3 boundary
Ｎ-4 bed
N- 4 boundary
Ｎ- 7 upper Shirasu
Ｎ- 7 lower Shirasu
N-10 near surface
Ｎ-10 surface
N-10 clay
N-10 unconformity
N-11 surface
N-16 surface
Ｎ-16 brown bed
N-16 clay
N-16 lower clay
112
60
?????????
??
??
5
17
????
???
??
??
?
?
??
３
３
１
４
１
??
??
??
???
??
???????????????? ﹇ ??
??????????
?????????????????﹇??????????????????????????????????????? ? ?
１
????? ?
??
??
????????
????????????????
１
１
１
１
??
?
１
? ? ?
?
?
１
???
２
１
２
??
??
??
??
４
２
??
??
??
??
?
１
２
??
??
????
２
９
??
１
???
??
??
２
４
?
?
???
??
１
18
１
１
??? ?
Bg, buble glass
clino-pyroχene
Bi, biotite
Fg, volcanic glass　HQ, high quartzﾚｿL(
Opx, ortho-pyroxene　Hb, common hornblende Mg, magnetite　Ti, titanite
２
１
２
shows many high and low quartzs and feldspars with few heavy minerals. And that from Loc.
N 10 is buble ash and ａ few １０ｗquartz and heavyトminerals,……Wh1!ｅ:thatof foμΓsamples from N
16 is mainly composed of １０ｗquartz and feldspars with aしfew a口10ﾘnts of high quartz and heavy
minerals. As for Ｔ series of loc. T 8 and loc. Ｔ=且, the minera!……composition is 10ｗ quartz and
feldspars with some buble glass and heavy minerals. That of loc. ０)8 is nearly the same compo-
sition.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　I……:………万　l　/
　　The sample from the Izumi Formation, MIIﾚis such as follows:=Ｎ series；3.Ｔ series; 13 and
25. K series; 2 and 6. S series; 5 and 10. The mineral二己omposition犬of three samples from loc. N
3 is: The upper part is composed of mainly volacanic g1八面with few other minerals, and the
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middle and lower parts are many low quartz with a few high quartz. And those from mud of loc.
T 13 and from the surface and mud of loc. T 25 aｒｅ:low quartz and feldspars with few heavy
minerals. As for Ｋ series, that from three samples of loc. Ｋ ２ and two of loc. K 6; the surface
of K 2 is abundant feldspars and few other minerals, while the middle and lower parts are
abundant buble glass with a few of the other minerals. Three samples of Ｋ ６are abundant buble
glass with a few of the other minerals. The mineral composition of the samples from Ｓ series iｓ:
loc. S 5 is many feldspars and low quartz with less other minerals. And loc. S 10 is: many buble
glass, low quartz and feldspar with a few amounts of the other minerals.
　　The samples from the gravel bed in the Shirasu are two from loc. T 15 and one from !oc.K
3. The mineral composition iｓ: abundant feldspars and few other minerals in Loc. K 3. The
surface of loc.T 15 is many low quartz and feldspars with a few other minerals, while the
middle part of the thick Shirasu is abundant buble glass with a few amounts of the other
minerals.
　　The sample taken from the Shirasu itself is K 2 and 18，T 15 and N 7. The mineral composi-
tion of the Shirasu is mainly made up mostly of buble glass, low quartz and feldspars with
scarce heavy minerals.
　　The samples from the Takemoto Formation is such as follows: Ｎ series; two samples from
loc. N 7. O series; one from loc. ０７ and two from loc. loc. O 12. Ｋ series; one from loc. K 8, one
from Loc. K 11 and one from loc. K 20. J series; one from loc. J 1. S series; one from loc. S 12.
The mineral composition of loc. N7 is many buble glass, low quartz and feldspars with a few
other minerals. That from loc. 07 is abundant feldspars, common buble glass and low quartz
with a few other minerals. While that from the upper part of loc. O 12 is much low quartz,
feldspars and buble glass with few amounts of the other minerals, the lower one is abundant low
quartz and feldspars with a few other minerals. As for Ｋ series, that from loc. K 8 is many
buble glass, low quartz and feldspars with a few other minerals, while that of Loc. K 11 is
abundant buble glass with a few of other minerals. That from loc. K 20 is abundant feldspars
and common low quartz with a few other minerals. As for loc. J 1, that is abundant buble glass
and common low quartz with a few amounts of the other minerals. Finally, as for loc. S 12，that
is many feldspars and ortho-pyroxene and common hornblende with a few of low quartz only.
　　Thus, the mineral composition is different and it is charicteristic in each sample to distin-
guish some tephra from sedimentary strata by mainly buble glass. In addition, the high quartz
from the Obaru Formation near from loc. Ｎ１０of Ogamu, Noda Town, is many found. Then this
may come from the Kikai-Tozurahara tephra (Ｋ-Ｔｚ).
　　　　　　　　　　　　　Paleo-environmentalChanges near the Izumi Plain
　　According as those results mentioned above, the paleo-environmental changes　in　the
Quternary Period near the Izumi Plain including the Quaternary geology in the Akune area, is
considered as follows, excepting the igneous rocks of the Hisatsu volcanics, the Kakuto Welded
Tuffs and granodiorites:
　　Firstof all, the pyroclastic rocks of augite-andesites deposited at about 130 Ma age
(Miyachi, 1980) near Akune and Izumi, and the Paleo-Takamatusu river flowing at the central
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　-
Fig. 6. Paleo-currents analysis around the Akune City, Ｗ＆tｹﾞφfthe Izumi Plain.
　Number is the height asl of the outcrops measured the ｐ:aleo-current direction･
　ta, the Takarnatsu-gawa river ０，Origuchi-gawa river n, Noda-gawa river E, East China Sea
　Y, Yatsushiro (Shiranui-kai) Bay　　　　　　　　　　=万　ト　　　　：
part in Akune City, was filled up, and the Paleo-Ak血ne]Lake defined by Mitusio and Igarashi
(1997) was widely formed near Akune, and its end was nearしthe west of Izumi represented by the
Sunabaru Formation defined by Nishiyamａ　ｅt　al.∧(1995ソ………∧ト
　　Then the Akune Formation of the lacustrine 卵diポents of the muddy strata deposited from
the central Akune to Izumi in the Early Paleistocene. These muddy strata ｉｎｃ!udedmany plant
fragments and pollen which were transported by the flora flourishing widely with circumfering
the Paleo-Akune Lake. At that time, the climate was cold, and the forest limit was lowered
down to about 800 t0 1,200m asl (Mitusio, 1996)☆＼　・/　.･　･i･　.･　　　　　　　　　　.
　　Then this lake was burried by the Higher TerraceﾄＤむうosits of:血any gravel of the Higashi-
makiuchi Formation in Akune and the Obaruue Formation in the Izumi Plain. These gravels
were weathered siverely to the decayed 〔corroded) ones. Accordii
(Mitusio and Igarashi, 1997) of the gravels along the心面S犬ｄ Takamatsu-gawa and Noda-
gawa, two directions are recognized as follows (Figト6);……〇nedirection from the south origin to
the west is owing to the Paleo-Takamatsu-gawa river√while∧the other direction from south
origin to north is owing to the Paleo-Noda-gawa river. Ｄﾘｒlれg the叩times, the pyroclastic
flows deposits of Akune- l and Akune- Ｈ were deposited, between which the Hisatsu volcanics
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erupted, and the Kakuto welded tuff flew down to this area｡
　　Next, the Obaruue Formation of the Higher Terrace deposits was deposited in the limitted
area in the west Izumi Plain, but widely in the Akune area as the Tada Formation was formed.
And these were siverely weathered, and the decayed (corroded) gravels were formed｡
　　Then the Middle Terraces deposits, MI and Mil of the Formations of Obaru and Izumi, were
formed with the equivalent strata of the Tada Formation in Akune area. The remarkable
features are that the Tada Formation along the Takamatsu-gawa river is composed of the well
rounded beach gravels which means the high sea-level, while the other area along the sea coast
of about 20m asl near Origuchi, Akune City is the eroded gravels derived from the Higashi-
Makiuchi Formation. This high sea level is during the time when the sea level was high as about
20m asl, that is defined as the Paleo-Tosa Bay Transgression by Mitusio (1995). This transgres-
sion is also called as the Shimosueyoshi Transgression of about 140,000 ybp in Kanto District.
However, the Transgression did not invade into the Izumi Plain, because some barrier existed
near the lowland area along the national route 3，between Mt. Kasayama, north of Akune, and
the hill area of the northwest to southeast directed hills, which are near the flowing river route
boundary between the rivers of Noda and Origuchi｡
　　Then the sea level decreased down than the Present one because of the last glacial age, the
Shirasu flew down to this area, and the sedimentary environments changed much as follows:
The gravels of the Takemoto Formation in the Izumi Plain was formed with hard denudation
eroding the Fans of the foregoing Strata, while the equivant strata of the Hegono Formation in
Akune was poor in supplying the gravels｡
　　Finally in the Holocene age, the Alluvial Formation was formed mainly in the Izumi Plain
because of many rivers flow in the Plain, while in Akune area the main rivers are only those of
Takamatsu-gawa and Origuchi-gawa, so that the supplyments of the gravels are less than those
in the Izumi Plain. Then the Alluvial Plain is narrow in Akune area, while it is wide in the Izumi
Plain.
Concluding Remarks
　The writers surveyed the Quaternary geology near the Izumi Plain of the nortwestern part of
Kagoshima Prefecture. And the results are summarized as follows:
1）The Quaternary geology near the Izumi Plain except the igneous rocks, is divided into six
　Formations and they are defined as follows: The Early Pleistocene sediments are the Pre-
　terrace strata of the Sunabaru Formation which are covered by various igneous rocks. The
　Middle Pleistocene is the Higher Terrace deposits of the Obaruue Formation. The Late
　Pleistocene is two of the Middle Terrace deposits and the Lower Terrace deposits, and the
　former is divided into two; MI is the Obaru Formation, and Mil is the Izumi Formation. The
　latter is the Takemoto Formation, which is covered by the Shirasu or the Ito pyroclastic flow
　deposits. The Holocene sediments is the Alluvial Formation forming the wide Alluvial Plain.
2 ) These strata are correlated with those in･the other areas in Kyushu.
3）The paleo-environmental changes around the Cities of Izumi and Akune of the northwestern
　part of Kagoshima Prefecture is disscussed.
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　　　The Quaternary geology in the other areas is to be reportりdon the other chance.
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